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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we examine human tasks in controlling UAV teams by considering their computational 
complexity in the number of UAVs.  This analysis suggests that controlling or following fine grained 
cooperation among many subteams of UAVs is the most difficult task and probably beyond human capabilities 
for most sizes of teams.  We introduce Machinetta, a teamwork system that automates fine grained level of 
cooperation through proxies and uses a heuristic approach based on small world networks to allow 
coordination of large teams.  We describe an interface based on the FalconView pfps system that has been 
successfully used to control small teams of UAVs. We describe likely obstacles to human control of larger 
teams and introduce a 3 tiered architecture in which a commander performs O(1) control tasks, a group of 
secondary operators perform O(n) control tasks on a call room basis, and a teamwork system such as 
Machinetta automates the O(mn) coordination tasks. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Effective military use of robotics will depend on coordination of large teams.  Automating an aircraft 
squadron, for example, would not only require automating the piloting of planes but also leadership functions, 
support roles, and incidental forms of cooperation such as battle damage assessment or escort functions.  To 
illustrate anticipated scales one scenario proposed by RAND [1] using LOCAAS (low cost autonomous attack 
system) calls for the use of up to 1,000 UAVs (uninhabited aerial vehicles) in a massed attack..    

Because some functions such as selection of targets or authorization to attack may doctrinally require human 
input evaluating the operator’s span of control as the number of controlled entities scale is critical for 
designing feasible human-automation control systems. Current human span of control limitations are severe.  
Miller [2], for example, showed that under expected target densities, a controller who is required to authorize 
weapon release for a target identified by a UCAV (unmanned combat air vehicle), could control no more than 
13 UAVs even in the absence of other tasks. A similar breakpoint of 12 was found by [3] for retargeting 
Tomahawk missiles. Recent AFRL studies [4] target an even more modest 4 UAVs/operator.   Similar 
numbers (3-9) [5] have been found for UGVs (unmanned ground vehicles).  To extend these numbers to large 
scale teams will require breaking new ground in redefining the role of the operator and taking advantage of 
new forms of automation.  Roles traditionally reserved for a human commander such as verifying each 
UCAV-found target prior to weapon release [2,6] may become infeasible in rapidly evolving missions as the 
size of teams increases unless novel control architectures can be developed. 

To extend operator span of control to large teams we must consider how control difficulty for different control 
tasks grows with increases in team size.  Authorization for weapon release after operator verification of each 
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UAV-detected target, for example, is O(n) because demand increases linearly with the number of UAVs to be 
serviced.  Anther form of control such as designation of an attack region by drawing a box on a GUI is 
independent of the number of UAVs and so is O(1).  Practical applications are likely to require some mixture 
of control regimes.  In our prior work with wide area search munitions [6], for example, the operator specified 
search and jettison areas and ingress and egress routes , O(1), but was also required to authorize attacks and 
allowed to command UAVs directly, both tasks of O(n) difficulty.   Examined from this perspective the most 
complex tasks faced in controlling large teams are those that involve choosing and coordinating  subgroups of 
UAVs.  Simply choosing a subteam to perform a particular task (the iterated role assignment problem), for 
example, has been shown to be O(mn) [7].  Taking task complexity into consideration can be helpful in 
designing human-automation control regimes.  Even the simple categorization just outlined demonstrates that 
to scale beyond ~10 UAVs a control architecture must either eliminate, automate, or distribute human tasks 
that are O(n) or higher.   

Our research focuses on human control in the range of 4 to 200 cooperating UAVs.  Although various control 
strategies might be effective at the lowest end of this continuum (4-8) most of the team sizes will depend upon 
automating O(mn) tasks involving subteam formation and cooperation.  These O(mn) tasks are required for 
the temporary formation of subteams to perform cooperative actions such as flush and ambush, simultaneous 
attack, or battle damage assessment (BDA).  Without this capability UAV teams could fly to target areas and 
forage independently but could not perform the full range of cooperative missions that might be required. 

This problem of automating cooperation and the infeasibility of human control for even moderate values of N 
is a generic problem that must be solved to realize the “self-synchronization” objective of Network Centric 
Warfare [8].  Our research is developing a general model for this process rather than isolated solutions such as 
“ring of fire” automated target assignment demonstrated in Fleet Battle Experiment Alpha [8].  The crucial 
research problems addressed are: 1- automating cooperation among a large number of agents in a 
computationally tractable way and 2- making this team of cooperating agents responsive to their commander’s 
intent.   

1.1 Coordination Architectures and human controllability  
 
The choice of coordination architecture goes a long way toward determining the robustness, flexibility, and 
human controllability of a robotic team. Of the commonly used architectures only teamwork (STEAM [9]; 
Machinetta [10])  and market-based (Centibots [11], Traderbots [12])  architectures allocate roles and support 
subteam coordination.  Swarms (Swarms [13], swarm-bot [14])  and behavior-based (MissionLab [15], 
ALLIANCE [16]) architectures achieve coordination solely through individual behavior while model-based 
(MultiUAV [17], linear programming [18])  architectures optimize across the whole team. 
 
While large UAV teams need substantial autonomy a human is needed somewhere in the loop if for nothing 
else than to set goals for the team to accomplish.  In some coordination architectures even commanding 
particular actions may be difficult.  Roth et al. [19], for example, describe an “intent matrix” interface for 
specifying the relative value of target classes to a model-based architecture.  Particular targets could only be 
selected indirectly by changing class values and computing new plans until one including the desired target(s) 
was found.  Simple O(1) forms of control setting goals for the entire team such as designating sets of potential 
targets or search zones are easy within any of the architectures but O(n) commands such as directing a UAV 
through a waypoint may become difficult.  Teamwork architectures such as Machinetta are particularly 
amenable to human control because their explicit representation of plans, roles, and information offer a 
variety of levers for influencing behavior.  Human intentions can be expressed through goals, waypoints, 
explicit human roles in team plans, or instantiation of new plans. 
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1.2 Teamwork and scalability 
 
Our teamwork approach is based on team oriented plans (TOPs) which describe joint activities to be 
performed in terms of the individual roles to be performed and any constraints between those roles.  TOPs are 
instantiated dynamically from TOP templates at runtime when preconditions associated with the templates are 
filled.  Typically, a large team will be simultaneously executing many TOPs.  A team of UCAVs, for 
example, might execute a variety of attack TOPs.  When a UCAV identifies a target in an open area it might 
instantiate a simple attack TOP and send out a request to fill second attacker and BDA roles.  After the roles 
are filled two UCAVs attack the target and the third follows to record the damage (Figure 1).  Another UCAV 
spotting a convoy of trucks near cover might instantiate a more complex simultaneous attack plan requiring 
filling multiple attacker roles in order that they might attack together to catch the convoy in the open.  
Constraints between these roles will specify interactions such as required execution ordering and whether one 
role can be performed if another is not currently being performed.   
 

 
Figure 1. Team Oriented Plan (TOP) for two attackers and BDA 

 
This level of cooperation, however, is no easier for machines than for people.  If team members must maintain 
accurate models of one another as is necessary in conventional teamwork implementations the problem 
becomes NP hard making the coordination of more than ~20 UAVs computationally intractable.  In recent 
work [20], however, we have found a heuristic solution that allows scaling teamwork algorithms to very large 
teams.  Our algorithms make use of the small world property of large networks.  Each member of the network 
maintains communications with a small number of associates.  Connections between associates are used to 
move information around the network.  While executing a plan members filling its roles maintain accurate 
models of one another but when the plan terminates they revert to exchanging messages only with their 
permanent associates.   While this scheme can no longer guarantee optimal coordination, roles are filled, plans 
are deconflicted, and other operations performed correctly with high probability.  If conflicting plans, to 
attack the same target were instantiated by different UCAVs, for example, the conflict would likely be 
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discovered when some common acquaintance hears about both plans.  The acquaintance would then 
instantiate a plan for resolving the conflict and execute that plan leading to the termination of one of the 
competing attacks.  In this way communications and modeling effort expended on the larger team can be kept 
low while subteams executing TOPs are able to maintain accurate models and full communications among 
themselves.  Our work additionally shows that even small biases toward choosing the appropriate 
acquaintance to pass information to can lead to substantial increases in efficiency.  If a request seeking to fill a 
role in an attack on a convoy for example were passed on to an acquaintance who had previously mentioned a 
convoy it might be more likely to reach someone to fill the role than if it had been passed off randomly.  
Figure 2 shows the dramatic decrease in number of messages needed as this bias improves even slightly.  
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Figure 2. Messages exchanged to reach target at varying levels of relevance and network 
configurations 

 
Because these teamwork algorithms have been shown to be effective in a range of domains they have been 
implemented in the form of reusable software proxies. Each team member has a proxy with which it works 
closely, while the proxies work together to implement the teamwork.  The current version of the proxies is 
called Machinetta [10] and extends the successful Teamcore proxies [9].  The Machinetta software consists of 
five main modules, three of which are domain independent and two of which are tailored for specific domains.  
The three domain independent modules are for coordination reasoning, maintaining local beliefs (state) and 
adjustable autonomy.  The domain specific modules are for communication between proxies and 
communication between a proxy and a team member.  The coordination reasoning is responsible for reasoning 
about interactions with other proxies, thus implementing the coordination algorithms.  The adjustable 
autonomy algorithms reason about the interaction with the team member, providing the possibility for the 
team member to make any coordination decision instead of the proxy.  
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2.0 CONTROLLING UAV TEAMS 

  
Wide Area Search Munitions (WASMs) are a cross between an unmanned aerial vehicle and a munition.   The 
first of these high concept munitions, the LOCAAS, is a miniature, autonomous powered munition capable of 
broad area search, identification, and destruction of a range of mobile ground targets.  The LOCAAS uses a 
small turbojet engine capable of powering the vehicle for up to 30 minutes and  LADAR (laser radar) with 
ATR (automatic target recognition) to identify potential targets.  While the LOCAASs were originally 
designed to operate individually, flying preprogrammed search patterns, the WASM concept envisions 
artificially intelligent munitions that communicate and coordinate to perform their tasks.  Were multiple 
independent LOCAASs to fly in close proximity, a variety of problems including fratricide, strikes against 
already dead targets, suboptimal coverage of the search region, and absence of battle damage assessment 
might arise.  These problems could all be resolved by cooperation among the munitions.  The next generation 
of WASMs are posited to have reliable communication with each other and with manned aircraft and ground 
forces in their area to allow cooperation and control.  
 
Our work began with a prototype interface for controlling small (4-8) teams of WASMs that has been 
evaluated for a AC-130 flank patrol task and was used in a P-LOCAAS flight test in the fall of 2005.  Tests 
are currently planned to investigate operators’ ability to control 32 simulated WASMs using this same 
interface.  In the initial AC-130 tests WASM cooperation was based on simple heuristics such as choosing the 
nearest WASM or the one with the least fuel for an attack.  Subsequent work has used Machinetta proxies 
although the team sizes and scenarios addressed have not yet made substantial use of the system’s potential 
for coordination. 
 
Our user interface for controlling small WASM teams was constructed by adding a toolbar taking advantage 
of drawing and other display functions of the FalconView [21], personal flight planning system, a popular 
flight planning system used by military pilots.  The user controls individuals or teams of WASMs by 
sketching ingress paths, search or jettison regions and other spatially meaningful instructions known as 
tactical areas of interest (TAIs). When a target is detected the user may be alerted and requested to authorize 
or abort the attack depending on the rules of engagement.  
   Through a series of dialogs and menu selections the user can select individual WASMs for a task or allow 
the team to make its own allocation.  The FalconView interface communicates with a Lockheed-Martin 
simulation of LOCAASs and the OneSAF Testbed Baseline (OTB) [22] platoon to brigade level simulation to 
provide a realistic simulation of the interface’s capabilities for controlling teams of WASMs.  Because many 
platform simulators such as the AC-130 used in our test also use the Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) 
protocol, OTB provides a ground truth server for linking our WASM simulations with other platforms on the 
simulated battlefield.  The simulated WASM broadcasts protocol data units (PDUs) defined by DIS to update 
its position and pose while listening for PDUs with locations within its sensor cone to detect targets.  The 
laptop presenting the user interface uses custom defined supervisor and weapon state PDUs to convey 
instructions to the WASMs and monitors WASM PDUs for newly found targets to be added to its display. In 
a series of three half hour tests instructors at the Hurlburt Field Special Operations Command training facility 
experienced minimal difficulty in using the system from a AC-130 simulator.  In each test scenario the 
gunship flew to an engagement area where it circled attacking a ground target.  WASMs were launched and 
tasked using the FalconView interface which showed tracks for the AC-130, WASMs, and targets detected by 
either the AC-130 or the WASMs.  Other than agreement that the 40 meter bounding box for selecting targets 
needed to enlarge as the display was zoomed out to remain usable the interface was judged easy to use and 
allowed the operator to deploy WASMs effectively.  Although minor changes were made in subsequent 
development the interface used to control the P-LOCAAS flight test with three simulated companions  
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Figure 3.  Falconview control interface using photo overlay.  Note the labeled WASMs, waypoints, 
targets, and jettison area drawn onto the picture. 

coordinated by Machinetta proxies remained essentially the same.  Further tests of the current FalconView 
interface controlling 32 WASMs through Machinetta proxies are scheduled to be performed at Wright 
Patterson Air Force Base later this year.   

3.0 SCALING TO LARGER TEAMS  

We introduced this paper by considering the complexity of tasks that might need to be performed to control 
large numbers of UAVs.  The formation and coordination of subteams emerged as the most computationally 
challenging activity, followed by tasks that required interacting with individual UAVs.  We pointed out 
through illustration that the types of cooperation needed to meet NCW objectives involving “self-
synchronization” typically depended on this sort of cooperation within subteams.   Because algorithmic 
development in related work has found heuristic methods that allow automation of these forms of cooperation 
in a computationally tractable way, coordination of large UAV teams now appears possible.  The issue of 
making this team of cooperating UAVs responsive to their commander’s intent, however, remains unresolved.  
Investigating a similar fire fighting task using Machinetta to coordinate simulated fire brigades [22] found that 
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human control frequently worsened team performance and that adding additional resources under human 
control did not necessarily lead to improvement.  We have simulated some of the sorts of delays and 
disturbances that might result from human input in a medium fidelity simulation of UAV control tasks to 
gauge the system’s sensitivity to such variation. 
 
 

 
Figure 4. Information flow for AC-130 flank patrol tests 

The tasks of monitoring team performance and intervening when trouble is detected are expected to increase 
rapidly in difficulty with the size of the team.  To stay within limits of attention the team must identify 
situations where human input might be needed and explicitly transfer responsibility for making that decision 
to a human.  We have identified three types of potential coordination problems likely to be susceptible to 
detection and resolution: unfilled task allocations, untasked team members, and unusual plan performance.   
We have conducted preliminary experiments to evaluate how the underlying algorithms work in finding 
potential team problems and dealing with the possibility that a human is not available to make these decisions 
when they arise.  For this experiment decisions were made at various lags to simulate human performance. 
These “human” decisions were made between five seconds and two minutes after control was transferred 
providing the “human” was not occupied with another task. The experiments involved a team of 80 WASMs 
operating in a large environment. Plans were simple, requiring a single WASM to hit each found target. If a 
target was not hit within twelve minutes of being found, this was considered abnormal plan execution and 
meta-reasoning was invoked. Meta-reasoning was also invoked when a WASM was not allocated to hit any 
target for twenty minutes. Finally, meta-reasoning was invoked when no WASM was available to hit a found 
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target.   Six different scenarios were used, each varying the number of surface-to-air missile sites. Each 
configuration was run ten times.  As the number of missile sites increases, the team will have more to do with 
the same number of WASMs, thus we can expect more meta-reasoning decisions. Figure 3 shows that the 
total number of meta-reasoning decisions does increase slightly with the number of targets. Over the course of 
a simulation, there were around 100 meta-reasoning decisions or about one per agent and slightly less than 
one per minute.  However only about 20% of these were transferred to a simulated human. The large number 
of decisions that were made autonomously was primarily because simulated humans were busy and not 
available to make those decisions, precisely the eventuality the transfer-of-control strategy was designed to 
address. 
  

 
Figure 5. Meta-reasoning decisions and number of targets (total over 10 trials) 

The second task involved coordination between a UGV, 4 UAVs, and 10 vehicle detecting sensors to assist 
the UGV in navigating through hostile territory.  The simulated operator used heuristics to control the team 
varying his response in proactivity (act at every opportunity-never act) in one experiment and reaction time in 
the other.  The simulation was run 50 times in each configuration. 
 
As the results show success in traversal benefited from proactivity as did vehicle finding at the highest level 
of intervention.  Lengthening reaction time, by contrast had little effect except at the 300 msec lag where 
slightly fewer vehicles were found.  These results suggest that control exhibiting these sorts of human 
limitations should have relatively minor effects on team performance providing proper heuristics were 
followed.  Degradation of performance to the degree reported by [22] for human operators therefore seems 
likely due to the actions they took rather than any hesitation in taking them.   
 
While simulations of operators can give some indication of the expected impact of a human on team 
performance they tell us very little about how well such a system can be bent to achieving the operator’s 
intent.  It is precisely this question of controllability that is crucial for developing effective UAV teams.  Don 
Norman  proposed a “seven stages of action” model picturing a closed loop in which interactions could fail if 
anything went wrong in perceiving, interpreting, or evaluating the state of the world on the input side or in 
forming intentions, planning, or executing actions on the output. 
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Figure 6.  Team performance varying characteristics of simulated operator 

 
Control over subteams of cooperating UAVs pose difficulties on both sides of the cycle.  In the transfer of 
control experiment the system identified abnormal conditions in order to pass the problem on to the faux-
operator.   This begs the question of what the operator might do the 20% of the time he was not already busy 
with something else.  Trying to make sense out of what 20+ perhaps overlapping cooperating subteams are 
doing at any one time is a cognitively challenging task.  Even in far simpler environments with fewer robots 
researchers [23] have found it difficult to convey cooperative behavior unambiguously to an observer.  As the 
number of vehicles increases use of color, highlighted targets, indicated paths, and other common techniques 
are unlikely to continue to allow an observer to separate out cooperating cliques and infer their intentions.  
Because monitoring and intervening to resolve unexpected events is a primary task reserved for humans in  
highly automated systems, an inability to comprehend the situation without relying on system issued alerts 
such as those in the meta-reasoning experiment would make this role particularly difficult.  These problems 
are mirrored on the action side.  Of the available levers for controlling UAV teams (altering goals, setting 
waypoints, response to alerts, plan instantiation, and parameter tuning) most make it difficult to connect 
intended behaviors with the necessary control actions.  Answering questions about proper techniques for 

Figure 7. Norman’s 7 Stages of Action 
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displaying large cooperating systems and guiding response where control may be indirect is going to require 
proper experimentation with human participants.  In this process, determining those tasks humans cannot 
perform will be as helpful for designers as finding those they can. 
 
Team control at other levels of aggregation should prove easier.  O(1) control through team goals such as 
designating search areas or targets through our FalconView interface are simple and direct by avoiding the 
complexities of subteams and their plans.  Under circumstances in which O(n) control tasks could be made 
independent of other tasks/UAVs, assigning additional operators could satisfy demands for human control 
without undermining team coordination.  In a mission that required human verification of targeting prior to 
weapons release, for example, a team of operators could be kept standing by in the command center.  As 
authorization requests came in they could be routed to an available operator who would examine targeting 
data and clear or abort the attack.  Because operators would not be tied to any particular UAV or sub team of 
UAVs they would be available to respond to fluctuations in demand as might occur, for example, when a 
subgroup of UAVs overflew an enemy emplacement. In this Call Center approach operators respond to 
independent requests from a general population rather than controlling preassigned subteams.  Other common 
O(n) tasks such as responses to requests for help would seem to follow a similar pattern.  Supervisory control 
of the overall team would be left with the commander. 
 

4.0 CONCLUSIONS 

 
In this paper we have examined human tasks in controlling UAV teams by considering their computational 
complexity in the number of UAVs.  This analysis suggests that controlling or following fine grained 
cooperation among many subteams of UAVs is the most difficult task and probably beyond human 
capabilities for teams much larger than 10.  We introduced Machinetta, a teamwork system that automates this 
fine grained level of cooperation through proxies and uses a heuristic approach based on small world 
networks to allow coordination of large teams.  We described an interface based on the FalconView pfps 
system that has so far been used to control small teams of UAVs but has been integrated with Machinetta to 
allow evaluation with larger teams in the future.  In the final section we describe likely obstacles to human 
control of larger teams and introduce a 3 tiered architecture in which a commander performs O(1) control 
tasks, a group of secondary operators perform O(n) control tasks on a call room basis, and a teamwork system 
such as Machinetta automates the O(mn) coordination tasks.  We hope that considering human multi-vehicle 
control tasks can lead to other novel architectures, help discriminate feasible from infeasible solutions, and 
lead to improved designs. 
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